Tech Men Follow Harvard as Choice of Radcliffe Women; Yale is Third

Prophetically Wins. Investigation Shows: Results Should be Far-Roaching

THE TECH BOOK LIST

First the Tea Pot Don. investi- 
gations. In a series of scenes, with 
the picture of an old mill. He 
was, as usual, the leading 
figure in the famous Harvard 
Back Bay Opera. He was 
the leading character in the 
well-known "Harvard Baldwin 
Alumni Bulletin" of- 

cially guaranteed. If not 

HOOVER came before a colorful gathering last Monday night 

In charge of this issue: Fahnestock and Boyer

Yet another tries to take 

High wire act of the campaign? 

DANGEROUS

HOOVER THE POLITICIAN

DANGEROUS is the word that usually comes to the mind of the political 
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